BENTAYGA RANGE

Bentayga S (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 21.7 (13.0). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 294 g/km.
Bentayga S (V8) NEDC drive cycle: fuel consumption, l/100km – Combined 12.0. Combined CO₂ Emissions – 272 g/km.
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Bentayga Azure (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel
consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 21.7 (13.0).
Combined CO₂ Emissions – 294 g/km.
Bentayga Azure (V8) NEDC drive cycle: fuel
consumption, l/100km – Combined 12.0. Combined
CO₂ Emissions – 272 g/km.

Bentayga. Inspires exploration.
Bentayga takes you on a journey unlike any other.
This contemporary SUV fuses luxury and performance
to inspire exploration without limits.
Modern, distinctive and commanding, Bentayga
unites cutting-edge design and innovation, allowing
you to experience everything this world has to offer.
Its all-road performance, unrivalled ride comfort
and incomparable on-road handling are everything
you would expect from a true Bentley, and more.
This versatile SUV draws upon its breathtaking
performance, innovation and considered design to
deliver an unsurpassed, dynamic driving experience
with a confident and striking presence.

It’s available in a choice of four distinctive models to
suit your lifestyle – Bentayga sets the standard for
modern, luxury SUVs, while Bentayga Azure brings
ultimate comfort and wellbeing together for a serene
drive. Bentayga S adds enhanced driving dynamics
and a bold design to match, and Bentayga Speed
possesses formidable power, unrivalled speeds and
a refined sporting aesthetic.
Are you ready to find your extraordinary? Visit the
Bentley website to start your journey.
Bentayga Speed is available to order in all markets,
except EU27, UK, Switzerland, Israel, Ukraine, Norway,
Turkey, China, Macau, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam,
India or South Korea.
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Bentayga Azure.
Class-leading comfort.
Bentaga Azure offers a harmonious balance of
performance and luxurious comfort, designed to
enhance your sense of wellbeing wherever you travel.
Delivering both power and efficiency, allowing you to
explore on-road or off-road, Bentayga Azure is
equipped with a choice of either a responsive V8 engine
with Bentley Dynamic Ride, or an innovative hybrid
powertrain – and both configurations include the
Touring Specification. Together, these features ensure
an effortless drive, which is complemented by the
interior’s focus on wellbeing, cocooning you in a world
of blissful serenity.
Features such as the open pore Crown Cut Walnut
veneer, sensory mood lighting and a heated, hidetrimmed steering wheel create a cabin environment
that envelops you in a calming ambience. So much
so, you’ll want to take the feeling with you upon
reaching your destination.
Outside, unique Azure badging and 22" 10 spoke
wheels denote just some of the distinctive
characteristics of this graceful SUV.

Bentayga S.
Addictive performance.
Sporty performance and dramatic design come
together in the striking Bentayga S to create an SUV
that is impossible to resist.
Offering an exhilarating driving experience, the
Bentayga S can be commissioned with either an
innovative hybrid powertrain or a powerful V8 that
features a sports exhaust and the Bentley Dynamic
Ride anti-roll system. Whichever configuration you
choose, you can expect a truly engaging drive –
especially in Sport mode – accompanied by a thrilling
roar when you put your foot down.
This driving pleasure is reflected in the bold design of
Bentayga S. This includes the Blackline Specification,
which is enhanced by black door mirrors and side sills,
dark tint headlamps and rear lamps, red brake callipers
and a unique bumper design at the front and rear.
An elongated tailgate spoiler in the style of Bentayga
Speed, scythed 22" wheels and ‘S’ badging complete
the stunning exterior.
The striking look continues inside the cabin, with the
luxurious interior enhanced by a choice of eye-catching
colour combinations, ensuring an exhilarating experience,
right down to the very last detail.
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Bentayga Speed.
Exhilaration guaranteed.
Formidable power and breathtaking design create an
incredibly immersive driving experience in the fastest
SUV Bentley has ever made, harnessing the power
of an advanced W12 engine.
Exclusive Speed detailing throughout the vehicle
emphasises its status as the most powerful Bentayga.
From the body-coloured elements on the highly
sculpted exterior, to the elongated spoiler, dark-tint
lamps to the front and rear, red painted brake callipers
and a distinctive dark tint diamond matrix grille, its
formidable presence can be felt wherever the road
takes you.
Speed badging and exclusive 22" wheels further
enhance its unique and compelling aesthetic, resulting
in a car that perfectly balances sport, style and luxury.
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Driven by design.
See, and be seen, in the distinctive Bentayga.
Following modern Bentley design language, Bentayga
truly is a sight to behold. From its distinctive front
grille and lights, and dominant upright face, to its bold
lower bumper design with large intakes and deeply
sculpted surfaces, this SUV makes its presence felt,
wherever it is.
The striking roof spoiler creates both a commanding
and elegant profile. This is complemented by a chrome
fender vent that is positioned above the ‘power line’
along the car’s profile. Meanwhile, the lower door
mouldings catch the light for a captivating effect that
naturally draws the eye to the distinctive wheels.
At the rear, the latest evolution of Bentley design
continues. Jewel-cut elliptical tail lamps are set into
a beautifully sculpted tailgate panel, which pushes the
boundaries of seamless contouring to the limit and
features a prominent ‘Bentley’ badge. Echoing the
design of the rear lamps, the bold bumper features
oval shaped split tailpipes.
It all results in a stunning, distinctive visual identity.

DESIGN
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Dazzling, inside and out.
Bentayga turns to its elliptical front lamps to light
the way. The headlamps bear Bentley’s signature
‘crystal cut’ design, which achieves a unique effect
with transparent internal surfaces and sharply defined
diamond edges. A chrome ‘crown’ insert within allows
the lamps to sparkle even when not illuminated. The
main tail lamp function is contained within an intricate
‘lattice pattern’ ring. This results in a one-of-a-kind,
deep three-dimensional glow that is unique to Bentley.
Inside, Bentayga’s cabin sets the benchmark for
SUV interiors – the ultimate in luxury, usability and
the latest technology. It features an intuitive, high
resolution, 10.9" touchscreen that spans the full
width of the elegant centre fascia.
Light floods in from above to illuminate the luxurious
interior, courtesy of the tilt and slide panoramic roof.
Beneath it, every detail of the handcrafted cabin has
been meticulously considered. The famous Bentley
wings marque has once again inspired the architecture
of the cockpit, forming the symmetrical, double-wing
arrangement that flows from door to door.

DESIGN
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For the driven.
When seeking the extraordinary, look no further
than Bentayga.
Considered dimensions provide optimal leg room
and comfort in the rear cabin, particularly in the
Four Seat Comfort Specification allowing passengers
to unwind without compromise.
You can choose from four, five or seven-seat*
arrangements, along with the luxurious Front Seat
Comfort Specification, included with Bentayga
Azure. This offers a six-setting massage function and
20 different types of adjustments, including cushion
and backrest bolsters, to offer both driver and
passengers a truly indulgent and relaxing experience.
The optional Dark Tint Diamond Brushed Aluminium
on the fascia and door panels is a modern take on a
traditional finish. This technique creates a stunning
visual 3D effect, resulting in added depth when
viewed from any angle.

*Not available with hybrid engine.
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Bentayga Azure:
a world of wellbeing.
From the sculpted exterior to the handcrafted interior,
the welcoming Bentayga Azure has innovative and
mood-enhancing ergonomic design at its heart.
Distinctive exterior features such as bright chrome
lower bumper grilles, unique 22" ten spoke wheels
and Azure badging set this SUV apart. Inside,
Bentley’s unique diamond quilting offers luxury you
can touch throughout, adding an extra dimension of
individuality. Two metal bulls-eye vents with organ
stops adorn the outer sides of the fascia panels,
while the centre vents create a symmetrical focal
point that exudes balance and harmony. The heated
three-spoke hide trimmed steering wheel and leather
trimmed gear lever invite you to take hold, ensuring
complete comfort for long adventures.
Your choice of fifteen hide colours is enhanced with
contrast stitching, Dinamica headlining and Azure
seat emblems. While sumptuous deep pile overmats
in the front and rear complete a cabin you won’t
want to leave behind.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Bentayga S:
irresistible style.
The bold character of Bentayga S is clear from the
moment you first lay eyes on it. The brooding look
of the Blackline Specification makes this SUV even
more striking, an effect enhanced further by unique
exterior features such as black painted bumper details
and door mirrors, as well as dark tint headlamps
and tail lamps.
The rear view is just as powerful, with black painted
split oval tailpipes, dark tint tail lamps and a larger rear
spoiler emphasising the uncompromising performance
aesthetic. This road presence is boosted still further
by the addition of an exclusive and dramatic 22" wheel
featuring five angular, scythe-like spokes that point in
the same direction, whichever side the car is viewed
from. A flash of colour in the form of red painted
brake callipers contrasts beautifully with the black
aesthetic for a final flourish.
The characterful interior continues the sporty feel,
with a unique fluted seat design running down from
the headrests and curving around the shoulder panel
– an aesthetic found only in Bentayga S. Exclusive
colour combinations contrast a dark hide with an
accent colour, which can either be a similarly dark tone
or a brighter shade. This is enhanced by a variety of
Dinamica elements, including applications to the
steering wheel and seat panels, for a truly bespoke
cabin that can be personalised to your individual taste.
The distinctive S emblem, appearing on badging,
illuminated treadplates and seats, completes the
imposing look – one that is designed to reflect the
exhilarating journey ahead.
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Bentayga Speed:
never blend in.
The formidable Bentayga Speed is the ultimate
statement of luxury, style and performance – even
before the impressive W12 engine roars into life.
This impressive power can be seen in every inch
of the phenomenal design unique to Speed.
Bold additions to the exterior design include unique
front and rear bumpers, as well as new side sill
extensions. A prominent tailgate spoiler hints at
the performance potential within, while dark tint
headlamps and tail lamps, accompanied by a dark tint
chrome radiator matrix grille and lower bumper grilles,
add to its commanding aesthetic. Speed badging
and unique 22" ten spoke Speed wheels – available
in three finishes – elevate this look further still.
Inside the cabin, an exclusive colour combination
option incorporates Dinamica elements and unique
colour accents to add an extra touch of luxury and
refinement. This is accompanied by intricate contrast
stitching of the diamond quilting – a feature available
only on the Speed – where one of the twin stitching
lines is replaced with a contrasting colour to create
a captivating look.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Uncompromising
in every sense.
There is no need to compromise on performance,
capability or comfort when you choose the Bentley
Bentayga. This commanding car has elevated the
SUV to dramatic new levels, combining contemporary
design with timeless craftsmanship to deliver an
unmistakable aesthetic.
Alongside phenomenal power and innovative
technology, practicality goes hand in hand with
comfort. Whether you are golfing or skiing, heading
across continents or across town, navigating roads
or leaving them far behind, the versatile Bentayga
is perfectly equipped for every journey.

ENHANCED EXPERIENCE

A place to relax.
Regardless of where you are, you can rely on
Bentayga’s elegant cabin interior to provide you
with the comfort you desire.
Every element of the cabin is crafted by hand.
The veneers are carefully selected and meticulously
mirror-matched to create a seamless flow of veneer
around the car’s occupants.
This refinement continues in the seats, where
ergonomically designed cushions and backrests
ensure complete comfort. For true audiophiles,
the Naim for Bentley premium audio system
promises to give you the best audio quality, from
the deepest bass to the highest treble.
Within the spacious cabin of your Bentayga, the
Touch Screen Remote (TSR) is conveniently located
in the rear of the central console, allowing rear
passengers to control a wealth of entertainment
and features. These include rear seat massage,
heating and ventilation, climate control and sound,
for a comfortable and cocooning experience.
Wireless phone charging is integrated in
the stowage area forward of the gear lever.
A convenient feature that ensures you stay
connected to the world around you.
From comfort you can touch, to comfort you can
feel, this modern SUV uses air ionisers to purify
the air in the car. By removing particles and impure
contaminations from the air, they can enhance
your wellbeing, wherever your journey takes you.
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Refined and practical.
When it comes to the realities of modern luxury living,
the uncompromising Bentayga is a car for all seasons
and all lifestyles.
Innovative features have been designed to enable a
whole spectrum of outdoor pursuits, across a vast
range of climates and temperatures – from sea level
on the Côte d’Azur to the snowline in the Sierra
Nevada – so that your destination can be as exhilarating
as the journey. Both V8 and W12 powertrains can
deliver a towing capacity of 3.5 tonnes – more than
ample for speedboats, gliders and horseboxes. The
electrically retracting tow bar lies behind the rear
bumper when not in use.
All features and accessories, from an aerodynamic
roof box to a range of tailored storage solutions
for skiing, fishing, diving and other active pursuits,
offer the luxury of practicality, whilst echoing the
unmistakable Bentayga styling. The spacious boot
provides ample storage space, while the hands-free
tailgate, easy-load boot function and load assist tray
enable effortless opening, closing and loading.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.

ENHANCED EXPERIENCE
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The ultimate SUV.
Bentayga delivers Bentley’s unique and exhilarating
driving experience through a balance of raw power
and efficiency, making it supremely versatile on-road
and off-road. As should be expected, it possesses the
typical Bentley characteristics of phenomenal torque
with ample reserves of power – ensuring a surge of
acceleration is always available should it be needed.
Whether you’re experiencing the lively V8 engine,
the formidable W12 engine or the hybrid powertrain’s
seamless combination of a V6 engine with an
innovative E Motor, you will feel Bentayga’s thrilling
capabilities – with Bentley’s DNA defining them
all. Each engine delivers the Bentley hallmarks of
exhilarating power and dynamic performance.

PERFORMANCE
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Perfectly controlled,
everywhere.
The engrossing driving experience offered by the
thrilling Bentayga range is enhanced by exceptional
ride comfort and phenomenal handling – both on
and off the road.
The 8-speed transmission ensures optimum gear
selection and smooth, irresistible acceleration through
multiple gear changes. In addition, the 48-volt active
roll control system known as Bentley Dynamic Ride*
unites the presence of an SUV with the performance
of a sports car and the refinement of a luxury saloon.
This incredible SUV is engineered to perform perfectly
at lateral and longitudinal angles of up to 35°, and in a
wading depth of up to 500 mm. The advanced Torsen
All-Wheel Drive (AWD) system delivers power to the
wheels with the greatest available traction – while
delivering unwavering confidence to the driver.

*Not available with hybrid engine.
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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The serene hybrid powertrain.
The progressive plug-in hybrid powertrain combines
powerful performance and forward-focused
technologies.
The advanced E Motor and 3.0 litre V6 combustion
engine work in perfect harmony to provide the sort
of dynamic power and performance you’d expect from
a Bentley grand tourer, both in the city and beyond.
Working together, this empowering combination
delivers 700 Nm (516 lb/ft) of combined torque. This
allows you to reach 0 to 60 mph in just 5.1 seconds
(0 to 100 km/h in 5.3 seconds), before surging on
to a top speed of 158 mph (254 km/h).
Three intelligent driving modes ensure that you can
enjoy the most serene and efficient drive at all times.
The all-electric EV Drive mode is optimised for short
journeys and city driving, while Hold is designed to
preserve battery charge. Hybrid mode intelligently
combines the V6 engine and E Motor to maximise
range and performance, using information from your
planned journey in the navigation system.

PERFORMANCE

Back at home, the elegant Bentley charging dock
enables you to recharge your Bentayga between
drives, with two programmable timers allowing you to
plan ahead for specific departure times. A convenient
charging time of 2.5 hours can be achieved when
using an industrial socket, while domestic sockets
yield a full charge time of just 7.5 hours.
Charging cables for both domestic and industrial
connections are supplied, and the state of the charging
can be controlled via your smartphone or the onboard
charging point. The intuitive energy flow screens
on the main infotainment unit put drive and battery
states, as well as electric range information, right
at your fingertips.
Bentayga Azure (hybrid) is available to order in most
markets, but is currently not available in EU27, UK,
Switzerland, Israel, Ukraine, Norway, Turkey and
Vietnam.

The V8 engine.
Groundbreaking
performance.
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Experience the most advanced Bentley V8 engine
ever built. Powerful and efficient, it offers exhilarating
performance and a dynamic driving experience
accompanied by a distinctive sound that announces
the car’s immense capabilities.
This innovative engine can produce a thrilling surge
of power, with 542 bhp (550 PS) at your disposal.
It reaches its maximum torque of 770 Nm (568 lb ft)
at just under 2,000 rpm and maintains this through
to 4,500 rpm. This ensures rapid acceleration
whatever your driving speed – enabling your Bentayga
to take you from 0 to 60 mph in just 4.4 seconds
(0 to 100 km/h in 4.5 seconds), and on to a staggering
top speed of 180 mph (290 km/h).
The V8 engine isn’t just relentless, it’s also highly
efficient. It employs a Variable Displacement System
to shut down four of the eight cylinders when not
required, reactivating them again as soon as they are
needed without the driver even noticing. ‘Start-stop’
technology is deployed not only when the vehicle is
stationary, but also at ‘near-stop’ speeds. The result
is combined emissions of just 294 g/km of CO₂*,
a combined driving fuel economy of 21.7 mpg
(13.0 1/100km)* and a generous range of 406 miles
(654 km)*.
In short, the V8 engine delivers exhilaration as well as
efficiency to create an extraordinary driving experience.

*WLTP Cycle.
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Bentayga S.
Engage Sport mode.
For those who want performance and sheer thrills,
look no further than the Bentayga S: a truly
sports-focused SUV.
While Comfort mode provides the luxuriously smooth
ride you’d expect from a luxury car, the specially
calibrated Sport mode makes subtle adjustments to
the engine, the transmission and the suspension, for a
more dynamic drive.
In the V8 configuration, the Bentley Dynamic Ride
active roll control system gives the front axle extra
grip, ensuring incredibly responsive steering.
Responsiveness is heightened further still by the
fine-tuning of the Electronic Stability Control, and an
increase in torque vectoring by brake enhances agility.
In addition, a more blended Traction Control System
gives you total confidence in all conditions.
The riveting performance is made even more
captivating by an exhilarating finishng touch: put your
foot down in Sport mode and you will hear a thrilling
roar as the surging acceleration pushes you back into
your seat.

PERFORMANCE

Bentayga Speed and
the W12 engine. Unrivalled
performance.
Bentayga Speed puts the formidable power of the
class-leading W12 engine in your hands, offering
ferocious performance with breathtaking top speeds.
This is the most powerful SUV Bentley has ever made
– and it’s the fastest SUV to ever grace the road.
The W12 engine’s phenomenal power translates
to a maximum torque of 900 Nm (664 lb ft) and a
0 to 60 mph time of just 3.8 seconds (0 to 100 km/h
in 3.9 seconds). With 626 bhp (635 PS / 467 kW) at
your disposal, it will continue to gain speed for as long
as the accelerator pedal is depressed, before reaching
an unrivalled top speed of 190 mph (306 km/h)*.
Meanwhile, start-stop and variable displacement
technology ensure maximum engine efficiency is
achieved wherever the road takes you.
For the ultimate Speed driving experience – and to
witness the full performance potential of this incredible
SUV – Sport driving mode has been reimagined to
create an addictively dynamic experience. This mode
optimises power, transmission and suspension to work
in fine-tuned harmony at high speeds, providing a new
dimension to the three other driving modes available:
Comfort, Bentley and Custom.

*Max speed when fitted with Carbon Ceramic Brakes.

PERFORMANCE
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TECHNOLOGY

Intuitive technology.
Bentley has long set the standard in luxury, all-wheel
drive engineering, integrating the latest technologies
in discreet and unobtrusive ways. Born of ‘intelligent
functionality’, they are designed to enhance the
enjoyment of driving.
Created with the driver in mind, the technology
within the commanding Bentayga range can be easily
configured to suit your personal tastes, including
several driver assistance systems to aid urban driving,
grand touring and more robust off-roading.
This innovative SUV comes equipped with the latest
suite of Connected Car services, accessible in-car
and remotely via the My Bentley app, allowing you
to monitor the location and status of your car, and
control a host of functions wherever you may be.
These services are designed to enhance your journey,
making it safer, smarter and more convenient – even
when you are apart from your vehicle.
However, the connectivity doesn’t end with you
and your car. Bentayga harnesses infrastructure
data such as real time traffic information, green traffic
light prediction and swarm services from other road
users to warn of potential hazards on your chosen
route. These Connected Car services mean the
progress of your journey can remain uninterrupted,
so whatever adventures you embark on, each can
be relished to the full.
To explore more innovative features, visit
BentleyMotors.com
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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From city roads to
no roads.
Remarkable performance allied with exceptional
handling and peerless ride comfort lets you experience
every environment in world-class refinement.
The Drive Dynamics Control lets you adapt to your
surroundings using an intuitive rotary dial. Whether
you’re navigating the city or enjoying the open road,
you can switch instantly between four on-road, driving
modes – Comfort, Sport, Custom and Bentley.
The All-Terrain Specification* adds four additional
Responsive Off-Road Settings, to deliver more drive
modes than any other car. The ‘Snow & Grass’ setting
provides grip on low friction surfaces, ‘Dirt & Gravel’
gives optimum traction on loose debris, ‘Mud & Trail’
configures the car’s systems for muddy, uneven
surfaces and ‘Sand’ gives greater confidence over
dunes. And all the while, exhaustively tested underfloor
protection ensures all key components are protected.

*Not available with hybrid engine.
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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An unrivalled driving
experience.
The experience of driving a Bentley always has
been – and always will be – at the heart of what
makes it such an exceptionally desirable automobile.
The thrilling Bentayga is no exception.
Its comprehensive driver assistance systems are
focused on enhancing and perfecting the ride
experience – creating a cocoon of unrivalled comfort
and security. A wide range of technologies have been
developed to aid driving in the city: Blind Spot Assist,
Exit Warning, Reversing Traffic Warning, Traffic
Sign Recognition, Top-View Camera, Pedestrian
Warning and more. The Head-Up Display artfully
feeds driving-relevant information into your line of
vision, without distracting from your driving view.
Longer journeys also take on a greater sense of
freedom. Adaptive Cruise Control, Night Vision,
Bentley Safeguard Plus and High Beam Assist
allow you to enjoy your Bentayga’s performance
at speed on the open road.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Connect to more.
Bentayga is poised and equipped with the latest
suite of Connected Car services, harnessing realtime information to respond intelligently to the
ever-changing world around you. These intuitive
services are accessed seamlessly in-car, or remotely
via the My Bentley app – the ultimate partner to
any Bentley owner – making your journey and your
daily life smarter, safer and more convenient.
Smart
Real-time traffic information gathers up-to-the-minute
traffic data into the navigation system, enabling you to
plan more effectively and avoid traffic congestion by
dynamically re-routing your journey. In addition, your
Bentayga can utilise the power of cloud data to enhance
every journey. Google’s Point of Interest search
provides easy, voice-controlled access to information
about notable locations you may encounter on the way,
while song recognition, news and weather feeds add
further infotainment, effortlessly integrating technology
as you drive.
With a built-in Wi-Fi hotspot*, you and your
passengers can wirelessly* link your smart devices
to the touchscreen through Android™ Auto or Apple
CarPlay® – enhancing the Connected Car experience
and allowing you to bring your world into your SUV.
The content from your device is displayed on the
section of the screen furthest from the driver, so that
useful driving information is never obscured.
Safe
Innovative safety features include Private eCall and
Roadside Assistance, which automatically connect you
to a Bentley Emergency Call Centre or the Bentley
Roadside Assistance team in the event of an accident,
establishing your location and condition of the vehicle.

TECHNOLOGY

Furthermore, Theft Alert and Perimeter Alert will send
you push notifications if your car leaves a predefined
geographical area or if the alarm is activated.
Convenient
Every journey in a Bentley Bentayga can be seamlessly
interlinked with your day-to-day life. Calendar
integration synchronises your personal device
calendars with the car and your My Bentley app,
combining them with features such as Auto Read Out
and navigation assistance. Natural Speech Interaction
allows voice control of over 200 functions within your
car, ensuring your hands needn’t leave the wheel.
When you’re apart from your car, Activate Heating
allows you to adjust the climate control, preparing
your cabin and passenger area with an optimum
temperature ahead of your journey. You can even
check the status of your locks, lights, mileage and fuel.
Always on
The My Bentley app is quite simply your essential
companion, allowing you to stay connected to your
car, wherever you are in the world. From knowing where
it is and accessing its status, to locking it and controlling
specific functions, it provides the ultimate convenience.
Every aspect of the My Bentley app benefits from
automatic updates, meaning new features will be
deployed and improved without you having to tap a
finger. Simply search and download the My Bentley
app on the App Store or Google Play.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
*In regions where Wi-Fi hotspot is not available, you may need to connect by cable.
Android is a trademark of Google LLC.
Apple CarPlay is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
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The city, recharged.
Those who choose a hybrid engine can enjoy
connectivity and technology on a whole new level.
This is thanks to a suite of features designed to
add control and confidence, even when you’re away
from your car.
When driving in Hybrid mode, the powertrain’s
intelligent navigation system maximises range and
efficiency from the outset by choosing the most
appropriate power source for each stage of your
journey. If your route takes you through a city with
an electric-only zone, it will even account for this
in its planning, making sure the battery keeps
enough power in reserve during the earlier stages
of your journey.
Hybrid-specific Connected Car features let you
make the most of your car and your journey. Accessed
via the My Bentley app, tools such as My Battery
Charge allow you to initiate charging remotely, while
the E-Charging service lets you search and discover
charging stations near you, however far you’ve
travelled from home. For your comfort, a remote
heating and cooling feature enables you to optimise
the cabin environment before you even enter it.

Connected Car services vary by market,
please visit My Bentley support site for details.

TECHNOLOGY
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Screen time, reimagined.
For stunning views, you do not have to look far.
Every Bentayga features a high-resolution touchscreen
infotainment system. This 10.9" screen has a resolution
of 1920 pixels by 720 pixels, providing sharp, crystalclear images, and is underpinned by cutting-edge
software to provide a high level of future-proofing.
Here, you can now intuitively control your personal
device or smartphone which connects to the screen
wirelessly via Android Auto or Apple CarPlay® for a
seamless experience.
There is also a fully digital driver’s information panel
located behind the steering wheel, not only creating
a contemporary look within the cockpit, but providing
more customisation and choice. For example, there are
two main views, classic, which shows the traditional
two dial design, or expanded, where only the left dial
is in view, giving an expanded area for maps and media
depending on your personal preferences.
For the ultimate in passenger comfort and enjoyment,
choose the optional Bentley Rear Entertainment
System. Two 10.1" screens sit behind the front seat
headrests providing access to a world of entertainment.
Netflix comes pre-installed, while other apps work
seamlessly. The sound can be enjoyed as an immersive
experience through the car’s sound system or via
Bluetooth to the supplied headphones, or your own
headset or earbuds.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
Apple CarPlay is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
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PERSONALISATION

Express your desire.
With a host of accessories and styling options
allowing you to configure your Bentayga to your
personal taste, it is highly unlikely you will ever see
another one like yours.
You can choose from an extensive palette of exterior
paint colours, all of which are designed to maintain
their brilliance for many years to come. With numerous
different wheel designs, hide options, beautiful natural
veneers and distinctive trim options, almost every
visible feature of your Bentayga can be customised
to your own specification. To make a real statement,
the dramatic Blackline Specification, which is included
with the commanding Bentayga S, replaces the exterior
brightware with a black-painted trim.
Inside, the unique fluted seat design transforms based
on your choice of colour. With five hide colours,
including Beluga, Cricket Ball, Imperial Blue, Newmarket
Tan and Porpoise, you can set the tone of your cabin.
Or with the Colour Specification, you can pick from
ten additional colours – allowing you to choose any
of the interior colours and colour combinations.
Should you desire even more freedom to tailor your
Bentayga, the Mulliner Personal Commissioning
team in Crewe can undertake completely bespoke
modifications to meet your specific requirements.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Bespoke commissioning
from the expertise of
Bentley Mulliner.
In the early days of motoring, drivers bought a vehicle
comprising just an engine, drivetrain, four wheels and
a set of controls. The rest required a coachbuilder, such
as Mulliner. Still, today, no-one is better placed to help
make your car an expression of your unique style.
At Bentley, the Mulliner Personal Commissioning
team provide bespoke customisation which is virtually
limitless. For instance, the colour of any object in
your possession can be matched to create your own
personal paint colour. The same is true for your hides
– any colour you can find, or dream, can be perfectly
matched and made for you only.
The team in Crewe can also create personalised
embroidery for your seats, handstitched from any
design of your choosing. Not to mention exquisite
marquetry inlays to your veneers, manifesting your
unique vision though timeless artisan craft.
To explore the endless possibilities, simply visit the
website, or ask your Retailer about the Personal
Commissioning Guide.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Exterior finish.
Colour can be a powerful expression of who you are.
That’s why we offer a wide range of exterior colours
carefully curated by the Bentley design team, each
one chosen to emphasise the unique presence of your
Bentayga on the road.
There are seven standard exterior colours for
Bentayga and Bentayga S, and 16 on the Bentayga
Azure and Bentayga Speed. In addition, you can
also choose from an extended range and a palette
of Mulliner paints that includes a vast range of solid,
metallic, satin and pearlescent options, giving you
the choice of over 80 colours in total. And, for the
ultimate in personalisation, Personal Commission
Paint by Mulliner allows you to match a colour that is
as unique as you are. The only limit is your imagination.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Intrepid wheels.
Your choice of wheel can subtly or dramatically
alter the character of your SUV. Bentayga Azure,
Bentayga Speed and Bentayga S each come with
a unique 22" wheel design, all of which draw the
eye whether the car is stationary or in motion.
And you can make each wheel stand out even further
with a choice of breathtaking finishes. The painted
finish is elegant and understated to give your vehicle
a refined aesthetic while polished wheels gleam,
accentuating the luxury characteristics of the car.
The black finishes complete a sporty aesthetic,
creating a commanding presence that suggests
high speeds await.
To explore the options for yourself, visit the
Bentley Configurator.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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21" 5 twin-spoke
alloy wheel – painted

21" 5 twin-spoke
alloy wheel – black
painted and bright
machined

21" 5 twin-spoke
alloy
wheel – polished

22" 10 spoke alloy
wheel – painted

22" S directional alloy
wheel – painted

PERSONALISATION

22" S directional alloy
wheel – black painted

22" 5 spoke
directional alloy
wheel – painted

22" 10 spoke alloy
wheel – black painted
and bright machined

22" S directional alloy
wheel – black painted
and polished

22" 5 spoke
directional alloy
wheel – black painted

22" 5 spoke
directional alloy
wheel – polished

22" 10 spoke alloy
wheel – polished

22" Speed alloy
wheel – silver painted

22" Speed alloy
wheel – dark tint

22" Speed alloy
wheel – black painted

See page 62 for tyre applicability.
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional wheels. Not all options are available on all models.
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Compelling veneers.
Bentley’s enthusiasm for fine materials and handcrafted
finishes can be clearly seen in Bentayga’s flawless
veneers. Sustainably sourced from forests around
the world, each leaf of wood can be traced right back
to the tree it came from; the beginning of an intricate
process that takes around five weeks for every car.
The veneers are sanded and lacquered five times, taking
a full ten days to reach the Bentley standard of finish.
The resulting shine is both lavish and deep, beautifully
highlighting the natural grain of the wood.
Our vast choice of veneers is detailed on the next
page, including a range of tactile open pore veneers,
or Piano Linen by Mulliner to the fascias and waistrails.
Should you desire an even more contemporary twist,
discover our latest eye-catching technical finishes,
including high-gloss Carbon Fibre, offering a formidable
sporty element; or the stunning Dark Tint Diamond
Brushed Aluminium, where each diamond is brushed
in three directions to give an exceptional, textured
3D effect finish.
How will you make your fascia a thing of beauty?
Create yours using the Bentley Configurator.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Veneers
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Burr Walnut
by Mulliner

Crown Cut Walnut

Dark Fiddleback
Eucalyptus

Dark Burr Walnut

Liquid Amber

Open pore
Dark Burr Walnut

Open pore
Crown Cut Walnut

Open pore
Koa

Carbon Fibre

Diamond Brushed
Aluminium – Dark
Tint**

PERSONALISATION

Piano Black

Tamo Ash
by Mulliner

Piano Linen by
Mulliner*

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional veneers.
*Applied to fascias and waistrails. Customer choice of veneer or technical finish down the centre line of the car.
**Applied to fascia and door waistrail. Piano Black to centre console and picnic tables (if selected).

Natural hides.
Every inch of your car’s interior is upholstered by
hand. Crafting the hand-selected leather hides is
a time-honoured process involving skills that take
years to learn.
From the fascia to the blind stitching, every inch of
the cabin requires a specialised approach. Sections of
the hide with high natural elasticity are reserved for
curved surfaces like the seats, rather than for piping
or flatter areas such as door inserts. The steering
wheel, meanwhile, is covered in a highly resistant
leather to ensure the natural chemicals from the
driver’s skin are not absorbed, creating grip, comfort
and longevity.
The Bentley design team have carefully selected
a range of standard leather colours, with further
options and colour combinations available. These
include the new Mulliner Colour Specification, which
brings eight new accents for an additional burst of
colour. Each one lets you express your individual
style while complementing the interior perfectly.
In addition, Bentayga Azure and Bentayga Speed
come with the exclusive Colour Specification,
giving you the choice of any hide colours and colour
combinations in the range.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Hides
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Burnt Oak

Damson

Cricket Ball

Hotspur

Saddle

Newmarket Tan

Camel

Linen

Portland

Porpoise

Brunel

Beluga

Cumbrian Green

Imperial Blue

Cherry Blossom

White

Cyber Yellow

Light Blue

Magnolia

Mulliner Colour Specification accent colours*

Pillar Box Red

PERSONALISATION

Mandarin

Magenta

Kingfisher

*Available only as part of the Mulliner Colour Specification and as accent colour only. Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional hides.
Please note, the colours reproduced are for representation purposes only and therefore vary slightly from the actual vehicle.
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Styling and Blackline
Specifications.
The stunning Styling Specification enhances the
contemporary, sporty features of your Bentayga
with a carbon fibre tailgate spoiler, front bumper
splitter and side sills.
For a more imposing presence, the commanding
Blackline Specification exchanges the exterior
brightware, replacing it with a bold, black-painted
finish. This includes a black matrix grille and surround,
black exhaust tailpipe trims, roof rails, window
surrounds, wing vents, door trim, door handles
and lamp bezels which completes a look that will
certainly stand out.
The striking Bentayga S comes equipped with
the Blackline Specification, allowing you to enjoy
the dramatic effect that reflects this SUV’s
uncompromising attitude.

Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets.
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Specification Packages.
To make it even easier to specify your Bentayga,
our engineers and designers have created groups
of features, from technology packages that make
driving easier to collections of exquisitely crafted
styling enhancements that suit your lifestyle.

FOUR SEAT COMFORT SPECIFICATION

COLOUR SPECIFICATION FOR S DERIVATIVE

ALL TERRAIN SPECIFICATION

• Front Seat Comfort Specification

• Choice of all interior colour combinations

• Drive Dynamics Control

• Individual rear seats with 16-way movement

• Extended choice of hide colours from 5 to 15

• Luggage Management

• Ventilation and massage

LEATHER SPECIFICATION – UPPER CABIN

• Underfloor Protection

CITY SPECIFICATION

• Comfort headrests to rear outer seats

SMOKER’S SPECIFICATION

• Park Assist

• Ski hatch

Headlining and upper trim changes from
Dinamica to leather

• Top View Camera

SEVEN SEAT SPECIFICATION

• Pedestrian Warning
• Rear Crossing Traffic Warning
• City Safeguard
SUNSHINE SPECIFICATION
• Electronically operated blinds for rear side windows
• Double sun visor

• Centre console with storage and USB-C charging

LEATHER SPECIFICATION (S AND SPEED)

Two electrically deployable individual seats in third row

• Headlining and upper trim changes from Dinamica
to leather

BLACKLINE SPECIFICATION

• Seats and all cabin Dinamica changes to leather

All exterior brightware changes from bright to black,
except BENTLEY lettering and wing badges

MULLINER COLOUR SPECIFICATION

BENTAYGA STYLING SPECIFICATION

• Accent colour for Speed interior colour combination

Eight new colours available for
• Contrast steering wheel spokes and gear lever
by Mulliner

FRONT SEAT COMFORT SPECIFICATION

• Carbon fibre tailgate spoiler, front bumper splitter
and side sills

• 20-way movement for front seats

• ‘Speed-style’ front and rear bumpers

• All stitching options

• Ventilation and massage

COLOUR SPECIFICATION

TOURING SPECIFICATION

• Comfort headrests

• Choice of all interior colour combinations

FIVE SEAT COMFORT SPECIFICATION

• Extended choice of hide colours

• Front Seat Comfort Specification

COLOUR SPECIFICATION FOR SEVEN SEAT

• Comfort headrests to rear outer seats
• Ventilation to outer seats

• Choice of two colour combinations
• Extended hide colours (main hide only)

• Front and rear ashtrays

• Adaptive Cruise Control
• Bentley Safeguard Plus
• Head-Up Display
• Lane Assist
• Night Vision
• Traffic Assist
Please refer to Specifications and Options pages 50-58 for standard and optional
features. Not all options are available on all models and within all markets. Please
contact your local Retailer for more information.
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The Bentley configurator.
Taste is a wonderful thing to have, and it is something
you can use to make your Bentayga truly unique. Use
the Bentley configurator to make your distinctive SUV
as individual as you.
Start your extraordinary journey today. Visit the
Bentley Configurator.

PERSONALISATION
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Financing your Bentayga.
Our finance agreements are tailored to ensure you
make the most of your investment.
While other financiers look only at the circumstances
of the customer, Bentley Financial Services creates
bespoke packages, based not just on your needs
and income, but also on the vehicle you have in mind.
To discover more, please talk to your local Bentley
Retailer or visit BentleyMotors.com

Experience it for yourself.
As with every Bentley, there is only one way to
truly appreciate this remarkable SUV – to sit in
the driving seat, take the wheel in your hands and
feel the breathtaking surge of acceleration as you
put your foot down.
To take the next step on the journey of acquiring
your Bentayga, we recommend a conversation
with a Bentley Retailer. You can find your nearest
showroom here.

PERSONALISATION
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The Bentley Collection.
The Bentley Collection is a selection of lifestyle
products inspired by the distinctive design of our cars.
With many items lovingly crafted by highly skilled
artisans, the Bentley Collection takes our exciting
heritage and vision for the future, and seamlessly
weaves it into extraordinary statement pieces.
From statement pieces for the home that elevate your
everyday, to lovingly handcrafted pieces that make
the most extraordinary gifts, you can bring Bentley’s
unrivalled refinement to every aspect of your life.
To view the complete range, please contact your
local Bentley Retailer or visit the online store at
BentleyCollection.com

WORLD OF BENTLEY
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The Bentley Experience.

Extraordinary Journeys.

This unique tour offers an unrivalled opportunity to
explore behind the scenes at the home of Bentley in
Crewe and visit the flagship showroom, CW1 House.

We run a number of events each year for Bentley
drivers and admirers, such as Extraordinary Journeys.
These occasions offer the experience of seeing Bentley
craftsmanship up close, while also offering a great deal
more in the way of discovery. Participants experience
aspects of Bentley beyond the car – a love of beautiful
locations, a focus on wellbeing, an exploration of
sustainability, and the chance to meet inspiring people
who are reshaping the world.

Available as an onsite, real-world experience or virtual
tour, our experienced, knowledgeable hosts will share
rare insights into the design and engineering required
to create a Bentley. You will meet the craftspeople who
build your car and witness the skill and detail that goes
into creating your personalised Bentley. You’ll also
discover the innovations and techniques they’re using
to craft a sustainable vision of the future.
The Bentley Experience offers a truly tailored journey,
with exclusive access to the historic factory, and
your questions answered as you go – by experts
who share your passion for Bentley. You can even
collaborate with them to commission your own highly
personalised Bentley.

WORLD OF BENTLEY

In the UK, for example, Bentley enthusiasts have
the opportunity to tour the home of Bentley in
Crewe before setting off on a journey that includes
sustainable fine dining, some of the country’s most
notable landscapes and landmarks, and hospitality
at a range of forward-thinking establishments.
To discover more, please talk to your local Bentley
Retailer or visit BentleyMotors.com
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The Bentley Network app.
Imagine an app that puts the world of Bentley in
your hands. The Bentley Network app provides access
to essential owner services, an exclusive line of
communication with Bentley and membership of a
global community of like-minded owners – placing
the future of Bentley, quite literally, at your fingertips.
Available exclusively to Bentley owners, the app
is a fast track to a world of unique events – with
priority invitations to everything from thrilling
driving experiences to unique customer experiences
in collaboration with luxury brands, such as
The Macallan. Through the Bentley Network app,
you will be the first to hear our latest news,
announcements and exclusive content. You can
also share your ideas, inspiration and experiences
with an online community of like-minded owners.
You can download the Bentley Network app here.

WORLD OF BENTLEY
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SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

Bentayga
STANDARD SPECIFICATION
POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS
• Air Suspension with Continuous Damping Control
• Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) with Traction
Control (TCS), Anti-lock Braking System (ABS),
Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD), Hydraulic
Brake Assist (HBA), Drag Torque Control (MSR),
Electronic Diff Lock (EDL)
• ESP off-road features: Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill
Descent Control (HDC), Trailer Sway Mitigation (TSM)/
ESC off-road mode (V8 engine only)
• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
black brake callipers (front)
• Speed sensitive, variable ratio, electric power steering
• Permanent all-wheel drive, with centre Torsen differential
• Drive Dynamics Control

EXTERIOR
• Choice of seven standard paint colours: Beluga (solid),
Dark Sapphire, Glacier White (solid), Moonbeam, Onyx,
St. James’ Red (solid), Thunder
• Bright chrome radiator matrix grille
• Black matrix lower bumper grille
• 21" 5 twin-spoke alloy wheel – painted
• 21" summer tyres
• Acoustic side glass
• Aluminium side window brightware
• Fixed rear spoiler
• Heated rear screen
• Panoramic glass roof
• Standard oil and fuel filler cap
• Body coloured door mirrors
• Powerfold, heated, dimming, memory mirrors

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

• Roof rails

TECHNOLOGY AND DRIVER ASSIST

CONNECTED CAR**

• Welcome orchestration lighting*

• Bentley Safeguard

• Activate heating

• Bentley ‘B’ wing vent

• Exit warning

• Activate lights and horn

• Oval split tailpipe

• Front and rear fog lamps

• Android Auto

• Black painted shark fin aerial

• Front and rear Park Distance control

• Apple CarPlay®

• Wet arm front screen wipers

• Full LED supplementary lamps and tail lamps

• Calendar

• Power latching to driver and passenger doors

• Full matrix LED headlamps with High Beam Assist*

• Curfew alert

• Powered tailgate

• High Beam Assist*

• ERA Glonass (Russian e-Call)

• Hands free tailgate

• Hill Descent Function

• Find my car

INTERIOR

• Rain sensing wipers

• Green traffic light prediction

• Choice of five hide colours: Beluga, Cricket Ball, Imperial
Blue, Newmarket Tan, Porpoise

• Touch Screen Remote

• Local hazard information

• Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS)

• Lock my car

• Wireless phone charger (front centre console)

• Map update

• My Bentley Connected Car services**

• My car status

• Blind Spot Assist*

• Natural speech interaction

• Electric tilt and reach adjustment steering column with
memory and easy entry function

• News

• Electronic parking brake

• Online search

• 12V power sockets (x2 cabin, x1 boot)

• Perimeter alert

• 4-zone HVAC

• Personal navigation assistant

• Air ionisers

• Point of interest search

• Alarm and immobiliser

• Privacy mode

• Auto-dimming rear view mirror

• Private e-Call

• Lockable, cooled glovebox

• Central locking system

• Real-time traffic information

• Twin front armrest

AUDIO AND COMMUNICATION

• Roadside assistance call

• Fluted seat design
• Dinamica headlining and upper trim
• Crown Cut Walnut veneer
• Veneered centre fascia panel
• Two metal bulls-eye vents with organ stops and
centre vents
• Black (Beluga) boot carpet
• Luggage rails on boot floor
• Bentley branded clock
• Folding luggage compartment cover
• Front and rear cupholders

• Load through facility
• Stowage: Instrument panel, doors (front and rear),
armrests and console
• Leather trimmed gear lever
• Heated, single tone, 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel
• Standard foot pedals
• Keybox

• 10.9" touchscreen infotainment system
• Bentley signature audio
• DAB radio*
• Voice control and text-to-speech functionality*
• Wi-Fi connectivity / audio streaming

• Online radio

• Satellite Maps
• Song recognition
• Speed alert
• Stolen vehicle finder
Cont...

• Bluetooth telephone preparation*
• Four USB-C sockets (x2 front cabin, x2 rear cabin)
NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability.
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
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Bentayga (cont.)
SPECIFICATION PACKAGES

• 21" all season tyres

• Heated, single tone, 3 spoke, indented, hide trimmed
steering wheel

• Valet alert

• 22" summer tyres

• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel

• Weather

• Space saving spare wheel

• Wireless Android Auto

• Self-levelling wheel badge by Mulliner

• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, indented, hide trimmed
steering wheel

• Blackline Specification

• Wireless Apple CarPlay®

INTERIOR

• Theft alert

• 22" 5 spoke directional alloy wheel – polished

• Traffic sign recognition

• Wi-Fi hotspot†

SPECIFICATION PACKAGES
• City Specification
• Sunshine Specification

• Choice of additional veneers: Burr Walnut by Mulliner,
Dark Fiddleback Eucalyptus, Dark Stained Burr Walnut,
open pore Dark Burr Walnut, open pore Koa, open pore
Crown Cut Walnut, Liquid Amber, Piano Black, Tamo Ash
by Mulliner
• Piano Linen by Mulliner – fascia and door waistrails

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATION
POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS
• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
red brake callipers (front)
• Carbon ceramic brakes with black callipers††
• Bentley Dynamic Ride (V8 engine only)
• Sports exhaust (V8 engine only)
• Sports sound (hybrid engine only)

EXTERIOR

• Carbon fibre fascia, centre console and door waistrails
• Dark Tint Diamond Brushed Aluminium fascia and
door waistrails
• Four seat configuration and rear console
• Passenger seat adjustment from rear (as part of the Four
Seat Comfort Specification)
• Four additional duo tone interior colour combinations (as
part of the Colour Specification)
• Choice of 10 additional hide colours (as part of the Colour
Specification)

• Total of around 60 colours, plus Mulliner colours

• Leather upper trim (as part of the Leather Specification
– Upper Cabin)

• Contrast front bumper apron

• Contrast stitching and seat piping

• Electronically retracting tow bar
(fixed in some markets)*†† (V8 engine only)

• Contrast stitching

• Heated, acoustic, IR front screen*

• Boot carpet in coordinating colour

• Rear privacy glass*

• Picnic tables

• Jewel fuel and oil filler caps

• Mulliner console drinks cooler

• 21" 5 twin-spoke alloy wheel – black painted and bright
machined

• Bentley wings emblems to seats

• 21" 5 twin-spoke alloy wheel – polished

• Contrast binding to carpet overmats

• 22" 5 spoke directional alloy wheel – painted
• 22" 5 spoke directional alloy wheel – black painted

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

• Hand cross stitching - by Mulliner

• Contrast steering wheel spokes and gear lever by Mulliner
• Sports pedals
• Contrast seatbelts by Mulliner
• LED welcome lamps

• Bentayga Styling Specification
• Front Seat Comfort Specification
• Four Seat Comfort Specification
• Five Seat Comfort Specification
• Seven Seat Specification*†† (V8 engine only)
• Colour Specification

• Luggage management

• Colour Specification for Seven Seat (NCO)
(V8 engine only)

TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT

• Leather Specification – Upper Cabin

• Head-Up display

• Mulliner Colour Specification

• Mood lighting
• Night vision
• Digital TV tuner*

• Touring Specification*
• All-Terrain Specification†† (V8 engine only)
• Smoker’s Specification

• Naim for Bentley
• TV and digital TV tuner (in addition to digital radio)*
• Bentley Rear Entertainment System
• Two additional USB-C sockets in the rear (with Four Seat
Comfort Specification)

CONVENIENCE
• Additional information pack
• Battery charger*
• Bentley charging dock (hybrid engine only)
• First aid kit and warning triangle
• Parking heater
• Remote controlled garage door opener*
• Valet key*

• Deep pile overmats to front and rear
• Lambswool rugs by Mulliner to front and rear (in addition
to standard overmats)

NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability.
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
†A separate Wi-Fi hotspot data plan is required from a local nominated mobile 54
network operator. Please visit My Bentley support site for details.
††Not available with hybrid engine.
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Bentayga Azure
STANDARD SPECIFICATION
POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS
• Bentley Dynamic Ride (V8 engine only)
• Air Suspension with Continuous Damping Control
• Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) with Traction
Control (TCS), Anti-lock Braking System (ABS),
Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD), Hydraulic
Brake Assist (HBA), Drag Torque Control (MSR),
Electronic Diff Lock (EDL)
• ESP off-road features: Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill
Descent Control (HDC), Trailer Sway Mitigation (TSM)/
ESC off-road mode (V8 engine only)
• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
black brake callipers (Front)
• Speed sensitive, variable ratio, electric power steering
• Permanent all-wheel drive, with centre Torsen differential
• Drive Dynamics Control

EXTERIOR

• Roof rails

• Twin front armrest

AUDIO AND COMMUNICATION

• Welcome orchestration lighting*

• Load through facility

• 10.9" touchscreen infotainment system

• Bentley ‘B’ wing vent

• Bentley signature audio

• Oval split tailpipe

• Stowage: Instrument panel, doors (front and rear),
armrests and console

• Black painted shark fin aerial

• Leather trimmed gear lever

• Wet arm front screen wipers

• Heated, single tone, 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel

• Voice control and text-to-speech functionality*

• Power latching to driver and passenger doors

• Keybox

• Powered tailgate

TECHNOLOGY AND DRIVER ASSIST

• Four USB-C sockets (x2 front cabin, x2 rear cabin)

• Adaptive low beam

CONNECTED CAR**

• Hands free tailgate

INTERIOR

• Bentley Safeguard

• Choice of five hide colours: Beluga, Cricket Ball, Imperial
Blue, Newmarket Tan, Porpoise

• Exit warning

• Four additional duo tone interior colour combinations
(as part of the Colour Specification)

• Front and rear Park Distance control

• Choice of 10 additional hide colours (as part of the
Colour Specification)

• Full matrix LED headlamps with High Beam Assist*

• ‘Azure’ fascia badge

• Hill Descent Function

• ‘Azure’ seat emblems

• Choice of 16 standard paint colours

• Mood lighting

• Bright chrome radiator matrix grille

• Diamond quilting to doors and seats

• Bright chrome matrix style grille to lower bumper
apertures

• Contrast stitching

• ‘Azure’ exterior door badges

• Open pore Crown Cut Walnut veneer

• 22" 10 spoke alloy wheel – painted

• Dinamica headlining and upper trim
• Sports pedals

• Front and rear fog lamps
• Full LED Supplementary lamps and tail lamps
• High Beam Assist*
• Rain sensing wipers
• Touch screen remote
• Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS)
• Wireless phone charger (front centre console)
• My Bentley Connected Car services**
• Blind Spot Assist*

• Veneered centre fascia panel

• Electric tilt and reach adjustment steering column with
memory and easy entry function

• Acoustic side glass

• Two metal bulls-eye vents with organ stops and
redesigned centre vents

• Electronic parking brake

• Aluminium side window brightware

• Deep pile overmats to front and rear

• Fixed rear spoiler

• Black (Beluga) boot carpet

• 4-zone HVAC

• Heated rear screen

• Luggage rails on boot floor

• Panoramic glass roof

• Bentley branded clock

• Body coloured door mirrors

• Folding luggage compartment cover

• Jewel fuel and oil filler caps

• Front and rear cupholders

• Powerfold, heated, dimming, memory mirrors

• Lockable, cooled glovebox

• 22" summer tyres
• Unique ‘Azure’ illuminated treadplates

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

• 12V power sockets (x2 cabin, x1 boot)
• Air ionisers
• Alarm and immobiliser
• Auto-dimming rear view mirror

• DAB radio*
• Wi-Fi connectivity / audio streaming
• Bluetooth telephone preparation*

• Activate lights and horn
• Android Auto
• Apple CarPlay®
• Calendar
• Curfew alert
• ERA Glonass (Russian e-Call)
• Find my car
• Green traffic light prediction
• Local hazard information
• Lock my car
• Map update
• My car status
• Natural speech interaction
• News
• Online radio
• Online search
• Perimeter alert
• Personal navigation assistant
• Point of interest search
• Privacy mode
Cont...

• Central locking system
• Rear dual window switches
NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability.
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
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Bentayga Azure (cont.)
OPTIONAL SPECIFICATION

INTERIOR

TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT

POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS

• Digital TV tuner*

• Carbon ceramic brakes with black callipers††

• Choice of additional veneers: Burr Walnut by Mulliner,
Crown Cut Walnut (NCO), Dark Fiddleback Eucalyptus,
Dark Stained Burr Walnut, open pore Dark Burr Walnut
(NCO), open pore Koa (NCO), Liquid Amber, Piano Black,
Tamo Ash by Mulliner

• Sports exhaust (V8 engine only)

• Piano Linen by Mulliner – fascias and door waistrails

• Sports sound (hybrid engine only)

• Carbon fibre fascia, centre console and door waistrails

• Traffic sign recognition

EXTERIOR

CONVENIENCE

• Valet alert

• Total of around 60 colours, plus Mulliner colours

• Dark Tint Diamond Brushed Aluminium fascia and door
waistrails

• Weather

• Contrast front bumper apron

• Picnic tables

• Battery charger*

• Wireless Apple CarPlay®

• Electronically retracting tow bar
(fixed in some markets)*†† (V8 engine only)

• Mulliner console drinks cooler

• Bentley charging dock (hybrid engine only)

• Contrast stitching and piping (NCO)

• First aid kit and warning triangle

• Hand cross-stitching by Mulliner

• Parking heater

• Bentley wings emblems to seats (NCO)

• Remote controlled garage door opener*

• Passenger seat adjustment from rear (as part of the Four
Seat Comfort Specification)

• Valet key*

• Private e-Call
• Real-time traffic information
• Roadside assistance call
• Satellite Maps
• Song recognition
• Speed alert
• Stolen vehicle finder
• Theft alert

• Wi-Fi hotspot†

SPECIFICATION PACKAGES
• City Specification
• Colour Specification
• Front Seat Comfort Specification
• Sunshine Specification
• Touring Specification*

• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
red brake callipers (front)

• Heated, acoustic, IR front screen*
• Rear privacy glass*
• 21" 5 twin-spoke alloy wheel – painted (NCO)
• 21" 5 twin-spoke alloy wheel – black painted and bright
• machined (NCO)
• 21" 5 twin-spoke alloy wheel – polished (NCO)
• 22" 5 spoke directional alloy wheel – painted
• 22" 5 spoke directional alloy wheel – black painted
• 22" 5 spoke directional alloy wheel – polished
• 22" 10 spoke alloy wheel – black painted and
bright machined

• Contrast binding to carpet overmats
• Lambswool rugs by Mulliner to front and rear (in addition
to standard overmats) (NCO)
• Heated, single tone, 3 spoke, indented, hide trimmed
steering wheel
• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel
(NCO)

• Naim for Bentley
• TV and digital TV tuner (in addition to digital radio)*
• Bentley Rear Entertainment System
• Two additional USB-C sockets in the rear (with Four
Seat Comfort Specification)

• Additional information pack

SPECIFICATION PACKAGES
• Four Seat Comfort Specification
• Five Seat Comfort Specification
• Seven Seat Specification*†† (V8 engine only)
• Colour Specification for Seven Seat Specification (NCO)
(V8 engine only)
• Blackline Specification
• Bentayga Styling Specification

• 22" 10 spoke alloy wheel – polished

• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, indented, hide trimmed
steering wheel

• 21" summer and all season tyres

• Contrast steering wheel spokes and gear lever by Mulliner

• All-Terrain Specification†† (V8 engine only)

• Space saving spare wheel

• Contrast seatbelts by Mulliner

• Smoker’s Specification

• Self-levelling wheel badge by Mulliner

• LED welcome lamps

• Leather Specification – Upper Cabin

• Mulliner Colour Specification

• Luggage management
• Boot carpet in coordinating colour

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability.
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
†A separate Wi-Fi hotspot data plan is required from a local nominated mobile 54
network operator. Please visit My Bentley support site for details.
††Not available with hybrid engine.
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Bentayga S
STANDARD SPECIFICATION
POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS
• Air Suspension with Continuous Damping Control
• Bentley Dynamic Ride (V8 engine only)
• Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) with Traction
Control (TCS), Anti-lock Braking System (ABS),
Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD), Hydraulic
Brake Assist (HBA), Drag Torque Control (MSR),
Electronic Diff Lock (EDL)
• ESP off-road features: Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill
Descent Control (HDC), Trailer Sway Mitigation (TSM)/
ESC off-road mode (V8 engine only)
• Permanent all-wheel drive, with centre Torsen differential
• Speed sensitive, variable ratio, electric power steering
• Drive Dynamics Control – enhanced Sport mode for
Bentayga S
• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
red brake callipers (front)

EXTERIOR
• Choice of seven standard paint colours: Beluga (solid),
Dark Sapphire, Glacier White (solid), Moonbeam, Onyx,
St. James’ Red (solid), Thunder
• 22" S directional alloy wheel – painted
• 22" summer tyres
• Acoustic side glass
• ‘Bentayga S’ illuminated treadplates
• Black door mirrors
• Dark tint front and rear lamps
• Fixed rear spoiler
• Heated rear screen
• Panoramic glass sunroof
• Standard oil and fuel filler cap
• Powerfold, heated, dimming, memory mirrors
• Roof rails

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

• Welcome orchestration lighting*

• Lockable, cooled glovebox

AUDIO AND COMMUNICATION

• ‘S’ exterior badges

• Twin front armrest

• 10.9" touchscreen infotainment system

• Bentley ‘B’ wing vent

• Load through facility

• Bentley signature audio

• Oval split tailpipe

• DAB radio*

• Sports exhaust (V8 engine only)

• Stowage: Instrument panel, doors (front and rear),
armrests and console

• Sports sound (hybrid engine only)

• Dinamica trimmed gear lever

• Black painted shark fin aerial

• Standard foot pedals

• Wi-Fi connectivity / audio streaming

• Wet arm front screen wipers

• Keybox

• Power latching to driver and passenger doors

TECHNOLOGY AND DRIVER ASSIST

• Powered tailgate
• Hands free tailgate

• Adaptive low beam
• Bentley Safeguard

INTERIOR

• Exit warning

• 16 Way electric front seat, heated with memory

• Front and rear fog lamps

• Choice of five hide colours: Beluga, Cricket Ball,
Imperial Blue, Newmarket Tan, Porpoise

• Front and rear Park Distance control

• Unique ‘S’ fluted seat colour combination with
Dinamica inserts

• Full matrix LED headlamps with High Beam Assist*

• Dinamica to seats and dash

• Hill Descent Function

• Heated single-tone Dinamica steering wheel

• Rain sensing wipers

• Blind stitching

• Touch Screen Remote

• Embroidered Bentayga ‘S’ emblems

• Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS)

• Five Seat configuration

• Wireless phone charger (front centre console)

• Dinamica headlining and upper trim

• My Bentley Connected Car services**

• Piano Black veneer

• Blind Spot Assist*

• Veneered / carbon fibre centre fascia panel

• Electric tilt and reach adjustment steering column with
memory and easy entry function

• Bentayga ‘S’ fascia badge

• Full LED Supplementary lamps and tail lamps
• High Beam Assist*

• Two metal bulls-eye vents with organ stops and
redesigned centre vents

• Electronic parking brake

• Carpet mats front & rear

• 4-zone HVAC

• Black (Beluga) boot carpet

• Air ionisers

• Luggage rails on boot floor

• Alarm and immobiliser

• Bentley branded clock

• Auto-dimming rear view mirror

• Folding luggage compartment cover

• Central locking system

• Front and rear cupholders

• 12V power sockets (x2 cabin, x1 boot)

• Voice control and text-to-speech functionality*
• Bluetooth telephone preparation*
• Four USB-C sockets (x2 front cabin, x2 rear cabin)

CONNECTED CAR**
• Activate lights and horn
• Android Auto
• Apple CarPlay®
• Calendar
• Curfew alert
• ERA Glonass (Russian e-Call)
• Find my car
• Green traffic light prediction
• Local hazard information
• Lock my car
• Map update
• My car status
• Natural speech interaction
• News
• Online radio
• Online search
• Perimeter alert
• Personal navigation assistant
• Point of interest search
Cont...

NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability.
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
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Bentayga S (cont.)
• Privacy mode

• Jewel fuel and oil filler caps

• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel

SPECIFICATION PACKAGES

• Private e-Call

• 22" S directional alloy wheel – black painted

• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, indented hide trimmed

• Front Seat Comfort Specification

• Real-time traffic information

• 22" S directional alloy wheel – black painted and polished

• steering wheel

• Five Seat Comfort Specification

• Roadside assistance call

• Space saving spare wheel

• Heated duo-tone Dinamica steering wheel

• Four Seat Comfort Specification

• Satellite Maps

• Self-levelling wheel badge by Mulliner

• Heated, single tone 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel

• Seven Seat Specification*†† (V8 engine only)

• Song recognition

• Body coloured door mirrors (NCO)

• Bentayga Styling Specification (Carbon for S)

• Speed alert

• Contrast front bumper apron

• Heated, single tone 3 spoke, indented hide trimmed
steering wheel

• Stolen vehicle finder

INTERIOR

• Theft alert

• Contrast steering wheel spokes and gear lever by Mulliner

• Colour Specification for seven seat specification (NCO)
(V8 engine only)

• Sports pedals

• Colour Specification for S

• Contrast seatbelts by Mulliner

• Mulliner Colour Specification

• LED welcome lamps

• Leather Specification for S

• Bentley branded clock

• Touring Specification*

• Luggage management

• All-Terrain Specification†† (V8 engine only)
• Smoker’s Specification

• Wireless Apple CarPlay®

• Choice of additional veneers: Burr Walnut by Mulliner,
Crown Cut Walnut (NCO), Dark Fiddleback Eucalyptus
(NCO), Dark Stained Burr Walnut, open pore Dark Burr
Walnut, open pore Koa, open pore Crown Cut Walnut,
Liquid Amber, Tamo Ash by Mulliner

• Wi-Fi hotspot†

• Carbon fibre fascia, centre console and door waistrails

• Boot carpet in coordinating colour

SPECIFICATION PACKAGES

• Dark Tint Diamond Brushed Aluminium fascia and door
waistrails

TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT

• Traffic sign recognition
• Valet alert
• Weather

• City Specification
• Sunshine Specification
• Blackline Specification
• Bentayga Styling Specification – Gloss Black

• Piano Linen by Mulliner – fascia and door waistrails
• Picnic tables
• Diamond quilting to doors and seats
• Contrast stitching
• Hand cross stitching by Mulliner

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATION

• Contrast stitching and seat piping
• Embroidered Bentley emblems (NCO)

POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS

• Mulliner console drinks cooler

• Carbon ceramic brakes with black painted callipers*††

• Five additional duo tone interior colour combinations (as
part of the Colour Specification)

• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
black brake callipers (front)

EXTERIOR
• Total of around 60 colours, plus Mulliner colours

• Night vision
• Digital TV tuner*
• Naim for Bentley
• TV and digital TV tuner (in addition to digital radio)*
• Bentley Rear Entertainment System
• Two additional USB-C sockets in the rear (with Four Seat
Comfort Specification)

CONVENIENCE
• Additional information pack

• Passenger seat adjustment from rear (as part of the Four
Seat Comfort Specification)

• Bentley charging dock (hybrid engine only)

• Contrast binding to carpet overmats

• Heated, acoustic, IR front screen*

• Lambswool rugs by Mulliner to front and rear (in addition
to standard overmats)

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

• Mood lighting

• Choice of 10 additional hide colours (as part of the Colour
Specification)

• Electronically retracting tow bar
(fixed in some markets)*†† (V8 engine only)
• Rear privacy glass*

• Heads up display

• Deep pile overmats to front and rear

• Battery charger*
• First aid kit and warning triangle
• Parking heater
• Remote controlled garage door opener*
• Valet key*

NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability.
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
†A separate Wi-Fi hotspot data plan is required from a local nominated mobile 54
network operator. Please visit My Bentley support site for details.
††Not available with hybrid engine.
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Bentayga Speed
STANDARD SPECIFICATION
POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS
• Air Suspension with Continuous Damping Control
• Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) with Traction
Control (TCS), Anti-lock Braking System (ABS),
Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD), Hydraulic
Brake Assist (HBA), Drag Torque Control (MSR),
Electronic Diff Lock (EDL)
• ESP off-road features: Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM), Hill
Descent Control (HDC), Trailer Sway Mitigation (TSM)/
ESC off-road mode

• Body coloured door mirrors

• Front and rear cup holders

AUDIO AND COMMUNICATION

• Roof rails

• Lockable, cooled glovebox

• 10.9" touchscreen infotainment system

• Welcome orchestration lighting*

• Twin front armrest

• Bentley Signature audio

• Bentley ‘B’ wing vent

• Load through facility

• DAB radio*

• Oval tailpipe

• Voice control and text-to-speech functionality*

• Black painted shark fin aerial

• Stowage: Instrument panel, doors (front and rear),
armrests and console

• Wet arm front screen wipers

• Alloy sports foot pedals

• Power latching to driver and passenger doors

• Keybox

• Bluetooth telephone preparation*

• Powered tailgate

TECHNOLOGY AND DRIVER ASSIST

• Hands free tailgate

• Adaptive Low Beam

INTERIOR

• Bentley Safeguard

• Diamond quilting to seat and doors

• Exit warning

• Permanent all-wheel drive, with centre Torsen differential

• Sports pedals

• Front and rear fog lamps

• Speed sensitive, variable ratio, electric power steering

• Heated single-tone Dinamica steering wheel

• Front and rear Park Distance control

• Drive Dynamics Control

• 16 Way electric front seat, heated with memory

• Full LED Supplementary lamps and tail lamps

• Bentley Dynamic Ride

• Full choice of 15 hide colours

• Full matrix LED headlamps with High Beam Assist*

• Choice of six colour combinations

• High Beam Assist*

• Blind stitching

• Hill Descent Function

• Dinamica to seats, dash and doors

• Rain sensing wipers

• Dinamica gear lever

• Touch Screen Remote

• Dinamica headlining and upper trim

• Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS)

• ‘Speed’ fascia badge

• Wireless phone charger (front centre console)

• Embroidered ‘Speed’ emblems

• My Bentley Connected Car services**

• Five seat configuration

• Blind Spot Assist*

• Piano Black veneer
• Veneered centre fascia panel

• Electric tilt and reach adjustment steering column with
memory and easy entry function

• Two metal bulls-eye vents with organ stops and
redesigned centre vents

• Electronic parking brake
• 12V power sockets (x2 cabin, x1 boot)

• Carpet mats front and rear

• Four-zone HVAC

• Black (Beluga) boot carpet

• Air ionisers

• Luggage rails on boot floor

• Alarm and immobiliser

• Bentley branded clock

• Auto-dimming rear view mirror

• Folding luggage compartment cover

• Central locking system

• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
red brake callipers (front)

EXTERIOR
• Choice of 16 standard paint colours
• 22" Speed alloy wheel – silver painted
• 22" summer tyres
• Acoustic side glass
• ’Speed‘ exterior badges
• Dark tint front and rear lamps
• ’Speed’ illuminated treadplates
• Aluminium side window brightware
• Dark tint chrome radiator matrix grille
• Dark tint matrix bumper grille to lower bumper apertures
• Body coloured front bumper apron
• Unique ’Speed’ spoiler
• Heated rear screen
• Panoramic glass sunroof
• Jewel fuel and oil filler caps
• Powerfold, heated, dimming, memory mirrors

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

• Wi-Fi connectivity / audio streaming
• Four USB-C sockets (x2 front cabin, x2 rear cabin)

CONNECTED CAR**
• Activate lights and horn
• Android Auto
• Apple CarPlay®
• Calendar
• Curfew alert
• ERA Glonass (Russian e-Call)
• Find my car
• Green traffic light prediction
• Local hazard information
• Lock my car
• Map update
• My car status
• Natural speech interaction
• News
• Online radio
• Online search
Cont...

NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability. Bentayga Speed is available to
order in all markets, except EU27, UK, Switzerland, Israel, Ukraine, Norway,
Turkey, China, Macau, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam, India or South Korea.
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
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Bentayga Speed (cont.)
• Perimeter alert

EXTERIOR

• Personal navigation assistant

• Total of around 60 colours, plus Mulliner colours

• Point of interest search

• Bright chrome radiator matrix grille

• Privacy mode
• Private e-Call

• Electronically retracting tow bar
(fixed in some markets)*

• Real-time traffic information

• Heated, acoustic, IR front screen

• Roadside assistance call

• Rear privacy glass*

• Satellite Maps

• 22" Speed alloy wheel – dark tint

• Song recognition

• 22" Speed alloy wheel – black painted

• Speed alert

• Space saving spare wheel

• Stolen vehicle finder

• Self-levelling wheel badge by Mulliner

• Theft alert

INTERIOR

• Traffic sign recognition
• Valet alert
• Weather
• Wireless Apple CarPlay®
• Wi-Fi hotspot†

SPECIFICATION PACKAGES
• City Specification
• Sunshine Specification*
• Bentley Styling Specification – Body Coloured
• Colour Specification

• Choice of additional veneers: Burr Walnut by Mulliner,
Crown Cut Walnut (NCO), Dark Fiddleback Eucalyptus
(NCO), Dark Stained Burr Walnut (NCO), Liquid Amber,
Tamo Ash by Mulliner, open pore Dark Burr Walnut, open
pore Koa, open pore Crown Cut Walnut
• Carbon fibre fascia, centre console and door waistrails
• Dark Tint Diamond Brushed Aluminium fascia and door
waistrails
• Piano Linen by Mulliner – fascia and door waistrails
• Picnic tables
• Contrast stitching
• Hand cross stitching by Mulliner

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATION

• Contrast stitching and seat piping
• Embroidered Bentley emblems (no cost option)

POWERTRAIN AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS

• Mulliner console drinks cooler

• Front and rear vented disc brakes with Bentley branded
black brake callipers (front)

• Leather trimmed gear lever

• Carbon ceramic brakes with black painted callipers*

• Passenger seat adjustment from rear (as part of the Four
Seat Comfort Specification)

SPECIFICATION PACKAGES

• Heated, single tone, 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel

• Four Seat Comfort Specification

• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, hide trimmed steering wheel
• Heated, single tone, 3 spoke, indented hide trimmed
steering wheel
• Heated, duo tone, 3 spoke, indented hide trimmed
steering wheel
• Contrast steering wheel spokes and gear lever by Mulliner
• Contrast seatbelts by Mulliner
• LED welcome lamps
• Luggage management
• Boot carpet in coordinating colour

TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT

• Front Seat Comfort Specification
• Five Seat Comfort Specification
• Seven Seat Specification*
• Blackline Specification
• Bentayga Styling Specification (Carbon for Speed)
• Colour Specification for Seven Seat Specification (NCO)
• Leather Specification for Speed
• Mulliner Colour Specification
• Touring Specification*
• All-Terrain Specification
• Smoker’s Specification

• Mood lighting
• Night vision
• Digital TV tuner*
• Naim for Bentley
• TV and digital TV tuner (in addition to digital radio)*
• Two additional USB-C sockets in the rear (with Four Seat
Comfort Specification)
• Heads-Up display

CONVENIENCE
• Additional information pack
• Battery charger*
• First aid kit and warning triangle
• Parking heater
• Remote controlled garage door opener*
• Valet key*

• Contrast binding to carpet overmats
• Deep pile overmats to front and rear

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

• Lambswool rugs by Mulliner to front and rear (in addition
to standard overmats)

NCO = No Cost Option. *Regional applicability.
Bentayga Speed is available to order in all markets, except EU27, UK, Switzerland,
Israel, Ukraine, Norway, Turkey, China, Macau, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam, India
or South Korea
**Connected Car services vary by market, please see the My Bentley support site
for regional details. Please see your Bentley Retailer for the latest information.
†A separate Wi-Fi hotspot data plan is required from a local nominated mobile 54
network operator. Please visit My Bentley support site for details.
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Bentayga, Bentayga Azure and Bentayga S – Hybrid powertrain.
59

Engine: 3.0 V6 TFSi engine combined with 100 kW
electric motor

Boot volume (five seat configuration):
479 litres / 16.92 cu ft

Fuel consumption (NEDC Cycle – ROW)

Max power: 456 bhp / 340 kW / 462 PS (Combined
System Power)

Kerb weight (5 seat): 2,510 kg

Extra Urban: TBC l/100km

Max torque: 516 lb-ft / 700 Nm (Combined System
Torque)
Transmission: 8-speed automatic
Driveline: Permanent all-wheel drive with 40:60
front-to-rear torque split
Top speed: 158 mph / 254 km/h
0-60 mph / 0-100 km/h: 5.1 seconds / 5.3 seconds
Wheelbase: 2,995 mm / 117.9 in
Overall length: 5,125 mm / 201.77 in
Width (across body): 2,010 mm / 79.13 in
Width (including mirrors): 2,222 mm / 87.48 in
Overall height: 1,710 mm / 67.32 in

Gross weight: 3,250 kg

Urban: TBC l/100km
Combined: TBC l/100km

Fuel consumption (WLTP Cycle)

CO₂ Emissions: TBC g/km

Combined: TBC mpg / TBC l/100km

Fuel consumption (EPA Cycle)

CO2 combined: TBC g/km
Driving range: TBC miles / TBC km
E-range: TBC miles / TBC km

City driving (US): TBC mpg
Highway driving (US): TBC mpg
Combined (US): TBC mpg

Fuel consumption
(NEDC Cycle WLTP Equivalent – Europe)
Combined: TBC mpg / TBC l/100km
CO2 Emissions: TBC g/km
Combined driving range: TBC miles / TBC km
E-range: TBC miles / TBC km

Fuel tank: 75 litres / 19.8 US gallons
Boot volume (four seat configuration):
387 litres / 13.67 cu ft

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

Bentayga (hybrid) is available to order in most markets, but is currently not available in EU27, UK, Switzerland, Israel, Ukraine, Norway, Turkey and Vietnam.
Your mileage will vary and depends on several factors including your driving habits and vehicle condition.

Bentayga, Bentayga Azure and Bentayga S – V8 engine.
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Engine: 4.0 litre twin-turbocharged V8
Max power: 542 bhp / 404 kW / 550 PS @ 6,000 rpm
Max torque: 770 Nm / 568 lb ft @ 2,000 - 4,500 rpm

Boot volume (seven seat configuration):
213 litres / 7.52 cu ft

Fuel consumption (NEDC Cycle – ROW)

Kerb weight (5 seat): 2,407 kg

Extra Urban: 9.3 l/100km

Urban: 15.8 l/100km

Transmission: 8-speed automatic

Gross weight: 3,250 kg

Driveline: Permanent all-wheel drive with 40:60

Fuel consumption (WLTP Cycle)

CO₂ Emissions: 265 g/km

Low: 13.5 mpg / 20.9 l/100km

Fuel consumption (EPA Cycle)

front-to-rear torque split
Top speed: 180 mph / 290 km/h
0-60 mph / 0-100 km/h: 4.4 seconds / 4.5 seconds
Wheelbase: 2,995 mm / 117.91 in
Overall length: 5,125 mm / 201.77 in
Width (across body): 2,010 mm / 79.13 in
Width (including mirrors): 2,222 mm / 87.48 in
Overall height: 1,728 mm / 68.03 in
Fuel tank: 85 litres / 22.45 US gallons
Boot volume (four seat configuration):
392 litres / 13.84 cu ft
Boot volume (five seat configuration):
484 litres / 17.09 cu ft

Medium: 21.4 mpg / 13.2 l/100km
High: 25.9 mpg / 10.9 l/100km
Extra High: 23.9 mpg / 11.8 l/100km
Combined: 21.7 mpg / 13.0 l/100km

Combined: 11.7 l/100km

City driving (US): TBC mpg
Highway driving (US): TBC mpg
Combined (US): TBC mpg

CO₂ combined: 294 g/km
Driving range: 406 miles / 654 km
Fuel consumption
(NEDC Cycle WLTP Equivalent – Europe)
Urban: 17.1 mpg / 16.5 l/100km
Extra Urban: 30.4 mpg / 9.3 l/100km
Combined: 23.5 mpg / 12.0 l/100km
CO₂ Emissions: 272 g/km
Combined driving range: 440 miles / 708 km

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

Your mileage will vary and depends on several factors including your driving habits and vehicle condition.

Bentayga Speed – W12 engine.
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Engine: 6.0 litre Twin-turbocharged W12 TSI
Max power: 626 bhp / 467 kW / 635 PS @ 5,000 rpm
Max torque: 900 Nm / 664 lb ft @ 1,750 - 4,500 rpm

Boot volume (seven seat configuration):
213 litres / 7.52 cu ft
Kerb weight (5 seat): 2,508 kg

Transmission: 8-speed automatic

Gross weight: 3,250 kg

Driveline: Permanent all-wheel drive with 40:60

Fuel consumption (NEDC Cycle)

front-to-rear torque split
Top speed**: 190 mph / 306 km/h
0-60 mph / 0-100 km/h: 3.8 seconds / 3.9 seconds
Wheelbase: 2,995 mm / 117.91 in
Overall length: 5,144 mm / 202.52 in
Width (across body): 2,010 mm / 79.13 in
Width (including mirrors): 2,222 mm / 87.48 in
Overall height: 1,728 mm / 68.03 in
Fuel tank: 85 litres / 22.45 US gallons

Urban: 14.3 mpg / 19.7 l/100km
Extra Urban: 25.2 mpg / 11.2 l/100km
Combined: 19.8 mpg / 14.3 l/100km
CO₂ Emissions: 325 g/km
Fuel consumption (EPA Cycle)
City driving (US): 12 mpg
Highway driving (US): 18 mpg
Combined (US): 14 mpg

Boot volume (four seat configuration):
392 litres / 13.84 cu ft
Boot volume (five seat configuration):
484 litres / 17.09 cu ft

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

Bentayga Speed is available to order in all markets, except EU27, UK, Switzerland, Israel, Ukraine, Norway, Turkey, China, Macau, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam, India or South Korea.
Your mileage will vary and depends on several factors including your driving habits and vehicle condition. **Max speed when fitted with Carbon Ceramic brakes.

Tyre applicability.
Please click on tyre specification for full product information and EPREL energy labels.
Size

21"

22"

Make

Pirelli

Pirelli

Tyre specification

Bentayga

Bentayga Azure

V8

Hybrid

V8

Hybrid

SCORPION VERDE 285/45 R21 (113W) M+S XL (B)

l

l

l

l

P-ZERO 285/45 ZR21 (113Y) XL (B)

l

l

l

l

SCORPION WINTER 285/45 R21 (113W) M+S XL (B)

l

l

l

P-ZERO 285/40 R22 (110Y) XL (B)

l

l

l

SPECIFICATIONS & OPTIONS

Bentayga S

Bentayga Speed

V8

Hybrid

W12

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

The hybrid powertrain on Bentayga is currently not available to order in any market.
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Bookmark
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The model presented in this brochure includes optional specifications. Specifications, standard equipment, options,
fabrics and colours are subject to change without notice. Your Bentley Retailer will always have the latest
information. The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ wings design are registered trademarks of Bentley Motors Limited.
Bentley Motors Limited acknowledges the rights of third parties in other trademarks. The models shown may
include European and non-European specifications. © September 2022.

